
OTC Switch Best Practices
Four Phase Switch Lifecycle – that guides best 
practice implementation and results
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Are Rx to OTC Switches important?

Switches are the new gold-rush in HBC.  They are highly 
important to OTC manufacturers and retailers.  In many 
cases, successful switches have revitalized mature categories 
by fueling tremendous growth in sales, new customers,  and 
marketing activity.

“Doubled the size of the company in five years”

Leading OTC manufacturer

Some manufacturers have bet heavily on Switches and have 
done very well with them.  Others have paid a high price for 
licensing  and marketing investment, only to see their switch 
underperform at retail.  

“History repeats itself… if you don‟t learn from it”

“I can list a success and failure for every company!”

Switches have become a high stakes game with fortunes to 
be made or lost.  Due to the tremendous success of  some 
recent switches, manufacturers are competing  (and bidding) 
more fiercely than ever for the rights to these valuable 
properties.  Likewise, retailers treat switches as potential 
blockbusters, and demand support from manufacturers to 
deliver on their promise.  Retailers told us:

“Once we determine this is a major launch, and there aren‟t 

many of them, we really get involved to make sure we 

maximize this launch”
Leading National Retailer

“We made special arrangements to be first in the market…  

we had our trucks make special deliveries starting at 

midnight - so that the new Switch would be on shelf at all 

our stores by morning”

Leading National Retailer

What makes a switch successful?  

Why are some switches blockbusters while others fade?  
Edgewood has taken the initiative to identify Best In Class 
capabilities and lessons learned from prominent Rx to OTC 
Switches to enhance our clients’ competitive advantage.

Retailers view 
switches as major 
launches that drive 
significant 
incremental growth:

“Growth will 

come from… 

Claritin-like 

products.

We should have 

these kinds of 

products 

(switches) every 

other year!”

Source: Edgewood Switch 

Best Practices study
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Edgewood Best Practices Research
Methodology:
Edgewood has conducted extensive research to identify best practices from 
successful switches, and lessons learned from those that underperformed.

Trade Interviews and Retail Audits

Over 100 in depth interviews and retail audits with major US and global 
Food, Drug and Mass retailers as well as interviews with Switch company 
marketers & managers  – guaranteeing confidentiality to ensure impartial 
feedback.  Participants included:

 Leading retailers, and

 Industry professionals familiar with and worked on RX to OTC 
Switches.  

ShoppersEdge™

 Loyalty card analysis at store/household level from a database 
including millions of cardholders for detailed, extensive analysis

 Provides unique shopper insights adding factual perspective to Rx to 
OTC Switch best practices

Areas we probed included, but are not limited to, the following:

 Consumer Marketing

 Customer Marketing

 Supply Chain / Speed to shelf

Below is a partial list of Brands included in 
Edgewood’s Switch Best Practices research:

Retailers Edgewood interviewed  & audited include:

Brands & Retailers are trademarks of their respective owners. Participation in Edgewood’s research does not imply endorsement nor partnership. 
Interviews were conducted confidentially and the specific identity and response is proprietary.
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Edgewood is a Sales and Marketing strategy firm with a global 
practice committed to Brand, Category, Aisle and Retail leadership. 

Edgewood has helped Brands and their retail partners succeed with 
insights, strategies & programs that generated award winning results 
with consumers and at retail.
We’ve helped leading pharmaceutical and OTC companies with:
 Developing Rx to OTC lifecycle strategy
 Global commercialization strategy
 Introducing successful switches
 Defending against competitive switches
 Defending against Private Label after loss of exclusivity

Edgewood has identified best practices from successful switches, and 
lessons learned from those that underperformed.  The following are 
Edgewood’s Rx to OTC Lifecycle and Best Practices principles:

Pre-Switch

Launch Prep

Switch 
Launch

Post-
Exclusivity

Lifecycle strategy, and 
secure the rights

Legal, regulatory & insights 
necessary to secure approval 
& prepare for launch

Develop & execute  to 
win with consumers & 
customers

Insulate & defend your 
Brand vs. Branded and now -
Private Label competition

Secure 
“Rights” to 

Switch

Switch 
Approval

Exclusivity 
Expires
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Pre-Switch Best Practices

 Category Lifecycle Strategy

 Identify the right deals to pursue

 Quantify your strategic options and timing

 Clinical Trials &/or Use Trials to support 
switch label, claims, self-supervision

 Secure the right deals / Go-No Go Decision

 Make the right deals on the right terms

 Proceed Aggressively

 Senior Management support for aggressive 
timing

Questions to ask yourself

 Do you have a lifecycle strategy for your categories?

 Do you have the right clinicals to support the label you’ll need 
to be successful?

 Have you exhaustively explored and quantified your own and 
your competitors’ strategic options?

 Is senior management committed to supporting aggressive 
timing & investment?

 Are you being aggressive enough?

 Are you being blindly / too aggressive?

Pre-Switch

Launch Prep

Switch
Launch

Post 
Exclusivity
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Case Study: Pre-Switch Phase
The greatest successes had senior management support very early 
on and the willingness to invest, be aggressive and innovative, 
resourceful and daring enough to take the calculated risks it takes to 
be first to market or innovate to win!  Striking the right deal on the 
right terms for the right drug/timing precedes this, but is also key.

Strategic Leadership includes: 
 Category Lifecycle Strategy - Identify the right deals to pursue by 

having a thorough and quantified understanding of your own and 
your competitors’ strategic options.

 The Deal - Make the right deal on the right terms
 Sr. Management support for aggressive timing

Case Study:
Strong management support is a sword that can cut both ways.  
 At one company, senior management support & aggressiveness 

made the difference in winning the rights & making several smart 
decisions to accelerate speed to market, invest and succeed.

“Advil succeeded despite being approved the 

same day as Nuprin, largely due to being far 

more aggressive with faster speed to market 

and with superior marketing investment and 

execution…”

However…
 Another company, heady with a recent  Switch success, missed  

early opportunities to license into a new category.  They 
eventually won the opportunity to license and enter last into a 
crowded field, and against their better judgment, they went 
forward  with the launch – with very disappointing results:

“Once it was clear they were launching last, 

not first… and with nothing new to say… 

they should‟ve quit”

These Brands are trademarks of their respective owners.

Strong 
management 
support is a 
sword that can 
cut both ways.

“have a 
lifecycle 
strategy & 
process to 
help you look 
before you 
leap”
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Launch Prep Best Practices
 Insights

 Consumer insights, strategy and positioning

 Shopper insights for selling proposition & 
trade leadership

 Category Competitive Assessment

 Competitive Strategy

 Legal and Regulatory Approvals

 Negotiation

 Label and claims

 Team and Project Management

 Rapid Mobilization Capability

 People / Infrastructure

 Partnerships

Questions to ask yourself

 Do you have the consumer & shopper insights to drive success 
with legal/regulatory?  With consumers?  With retailers?

 Do you have competitive assessments to build strategies  & 
tactics to beat your competition with consumers and at retail?

 Do you have the management & team to support flawless 
execution under rapid timing with last minute 
approvals/changes?

 Can you achieve competitive advantage with your rapid 
mobilization capability?

Pre-Switch

Launch Prep

Switch
Launch

Post 
Exclusivity
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Case Study: Launch Prep Phase

Insights are critical to fueling your consumer, competitive and customer 
strategies.  You’ll want to begin with in-depth knowledge of the industry 
you are entering and fresh insights from many viewpoints:
 How consumers/shoppers view and think about the category, need 

states and benefits
 Retailers’ perspectives, their needs, wants & requirements
 Competitors strengths, weaknesses, tendencies and programs
 Retail conditions and implications for your launch

“you can buy other expertise, but marketing is 

more proprietary”
Product Manager

“… this is exactly the level of analytics and true 

category insight we want to show that we are 

capable delivering.”
Account Manager – leading manufacturer 

Case Study:
Goal is to develop superior label claims versus:
 OTC incumbents
 Future OTC direct competition

For example – in smoking cessation:

Best Practice Lesson Learned

Nicoderm CQ (GSK): Step 
down gradually (3 step patch)

“Benefit oriented”

“Superior product & ease of 

use”

Nicotrol (J&J) : 1st to market with a “one 

step” patch versus Nicoderm CQ with 

three step product for a more gradual 

withdrawal. 

“Superior benefit - cleaned their clock”

These Brands are trademarks of their respective owners.

Getting marketing 
aligned right, and 
early to steer clinical 
trials, your label, and 
ultimately your 
marketing 
positioning is a key 
determinant to 
success or failure.

“We entered the 

category without 

adequate 

knowledge of 

competitive 

claims/labeling. 

This put us at a 

severe  

competitive 

disadvantage”
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Switch Launch Best Practices

 Consumer Marketing Execution
 Superior positioning/claims
 Investment
 Pipeline conversion

 Trade Leadership to Secure and 
Defend Quality Shelf Space

 Major Launch sell-in

 Category management capability

 Speed-to-ShelfTM

 Sell-in effectiveness

 From supply chain to retail shelf

Questions to ask yourself

 Do you have superior positioning/claims and the advertising & 
promotion wherewithal to effectively communicate it?

 Does your selling proposition & promotion plan make the case 
to retailers that yours is a major launch?

 Do you have the insights and value-added innovation to 
establish Thought Leadership with retailers? 

 Are you under-funded or over-spending with the trade?

 Can you achieve speed to shelf fairly and equitably?

Pre-Switch

Launch Prep

Switch
Launch

Post 
Exclusivity
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Case Study: Switch Launch Phase

The objective of a successful launch is to generate superior: 
 Consumer trial and repeat.
 Quality distribution

“You only get one chance to get it right (with 
consumers & retailers)”

“Do you have the horses to compete at retail?”
Project Manager

The biggest successes are distinguished by out-marketing the competition 
with better positioning and marketing execution.  These weren’t the only 
differences contributing to success or failure, but they were touted as one 
of the most important:

Case Studies: “not all marketing is created equal”

Best Practice Lesson Learned

Advil positioning: “Advanced 

Medicine for Pain”.

“Benefit oriented”

“Touted its Rx heritage”

Nuprin positioning: “Little, yellow, different.”  

Followed by: “Nupe it with Nuprin.”

“What does this mean?”

“They waffled on their positioning 

for years”  

Best Practice Lesson Learned

Pepcid: “You can be heartburn 

free with Pepcid AC”

“Benefit oriented”

Tagamet: “this is the medicine 

that won the Nobel prize”

“No consumer benefit”

These Brands are trademarks of their respective owners.

One of the key 
criteria licensors use 
to determine who to 
grant their license to 
(affecting their long 
term potential for 
monetary gain) is 
your sales force ‘s 
ability to build and 
hold quality
distribution.

“do you have the 

horses to compete 

at retail?… Not 

second class 

distribution”
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Post Exclusivity Best Practices

 Competitive Strategy and 
Execution

 vs. Branded Competition

 vs. Private Label

 Pre-Emptive Category 
Management (PECMTM)
Edgewood approach that combines best 
practices analysis with simulation modeling 
to strategically identify & quantify best 
practices in a way that is compelling to 
retailers and actionable for your sales force.

Questions to ask yourself

 Do you have a strategy to compete vs. your Branded 
competition?

 Do you have a strategy to compete vs. Private Label?

 Do you have a strategy to compete vs. Value Brands?

 Please tell me they are not all the same strategies & tactics!

 Are you proceeding with enough lead-time to be proactive 
instead of reactive?

Pre-Switch

Launch Prep

Switch
Launch

Post 
Exclusivity
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Discussion: Post Exclusivity Phase

It’s becoming more important than ever, and more difficult, for CPG 
manufacturers to defend/insulate vs. the Private Label onslaught that 
ensues a few years later (timing varies) when exclusivity expires.  
This now greatly affects long term profitability/economics of the launch.

“Since the late 80s its been the „perfect storm‟ for Store 

Brands.  Suppliers like Perrigo have changed the 

economics of Switches.”  

“You can‟t look at marginal switches anymore. Can‟t wait 

three years to break even like we did (years ago).” 

“Retailers and PL suppliers are more sophisticated, 

launch faster, more aggressively, with lower prices and 

huge scale”

The good news is, OTC Brands don’t have to face the “Cliff Drop” that 
Rx Brands face when they lose patent protection to generics. For OTC 
Brands, there are best practice strategies and tactics to help effectively 
compete vs. Store Brands. In many ways, however, they are very different 
from the strategies and tactics Brands use to compete vs. other Branded 
competitors.  It requires a different approach.

Illustration:
 Across OTC categories with recent switches, Private Label shares range  

widely,  from 6% to 43%
 Even within an  OTC category, Private Label shares vary widely by 

retailer/channel as well

OTC Private Label Unit Shares
Across different switch categories

Source: Mass Market Retailers Magazine; IRI Food, Drug 
& Mass excl. Wal-Mart 52 weeks ending 12/28/08

OTC Brands don’t 
have to face the 
“Cliff Drop” that 
Rx Brands face 
when they lose 
patent protection.  
There is a right 
way and a wrong 
way…

“Most CPG 
Brand 
marketers don‟t 
think they can 
compete with 
PL; and when 
they do try… 
they do it all 
wrong!”
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How Edgewood Can Help
Edgewood helps their clients with their Rx-to-OTC Switch Strategy and 

Commercialization challenges 

Switch Offense
 Rx Brands contemplating OTC switch 
 Plan and execute launch to maximize distribution 
 Build and blunt competitive response

Switch Defense
 OTC Brands defending against impending new Rx-to-OTC switch 

competitors

Post Exclusivity Defense
 OTC Brands insulating vs. private label/generics when 

exclusivity expires

ECG Core 

Competence

Pre-Switch

Launch Prep

Switch
Launch

Post 
Exclusivity

 Go/No Go – the Deal

 Sr.  Mgmt Support

 Competitive Strategy

 Retailer Selling 
Proposition

 Global Mobilization

 Competitive Strategy 
vs. Branded & Private 
Label competition

 Strategic Options 
Analysis

 Volumetric Research

 Category Competitive 
Assessments

 ShoppersEdge™ 
Shopper Insights

 Speed to Shelf™

 Best in Class Category 
Management Capability 

 Private Label Defense 
Strategy

 Pre-Emptive Category 
Management (PECM)

Client Core 

Competence

ECG Value-

Added Support

 Consumer Insights, 
Strategy, Positioning

 Legal & Regulatory

 Project Management

 Consumer Marketing 
Execution

 Customer Marketing

 Consumer Marketing

 Customer Marketing

 Category Lifecycle 
Strategy (Rx & OTC)

 Clinical / Use Trials

 Trade Thought 
Leadership

To learn more:
To learn more about Edgewood’s Best Practices in greater depth, case studies, and 
how Edgewood can help your switch be more successful, call us at 973 644 9788 or 
email us: ijr@edgewoodcg.com
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